


KJV Bible Word Studies for STAMP



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

a 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set {a}, set to) seal up, 
stop. 

foot-]stool 1916 ## hadom {had-ome'}; from an unused root meaning to stamp upon; a foot stool: -- 
[{foot-]stool}. 

seal 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) {seal} up, 
stop. 

set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- ({set} a, set to) seal up, 
stop. 

set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, {set} to) seal up, 
stop. 

stamp 1854 ## daqaq {daw-kak'}; a primitive root [compare 1915]; to crush (or intransitively) crumble: -- 
beat in pieces (small), bruise, make dust, (into) X powder, (be, very) small, {stamp} (small). 

stamp 3807 ## kathath {kaw-thath'}; a primitive root; to bruise or violently strike: -- beat (down, to pieces),
break in pieces, crushed, destroy, discomfit, smite, {stamp}. 

stamp 7429 ## ramac {raw-mas'}; a primitive root; to tread upon (as a potter, in walking or abusively): -- 
oppressor, {stamp} upon, trample (under feet), tread (down, upon). 

stamp 7512 ## r@phac (Aramaic) {ref-as'}; corresponding to 7511: -- {stamp}. 

stamp 7554 ## raqa` {raw-kah'}; a primitive root; to pound the earth (as a sign of passion); by analogy to 
expand (by hammering); by implication, to overlay (with thin sheets of metal): -- beat, make broad, spread 
abroad (forth, over, out, into plates), {stamp}, stretch. 

stop 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, 
{stop}. 

to 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set {to}) seal up, 
stop. 

up 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal {up}, 
stop. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

enstamp 1795 - entupoo {en-too-po'-o}; from 1722 and a derivative of 5179; to {enstamp}, i.e. engrave: -- engrave. 

stamp 01854 ## daqaq {daw-kak'} ; a primitive root [compare 01915 ] ; to crush (or intransitively) crumble : -- beat in pieces (small) , bruise , make dust , (into) X powder , (be , very) small , {stamp} (small) . 

stamp 01916 ## hadom {had-ome'} ; from an unused root meaning to {stamp} upon ; a foot stool : -- [foot-] stool . 

stamp 01986 ## halam {haw-lam'} ; a primitive root ; to strike down ; by implication , to hammer , {stamp} , conquer , disband : -- beat (down) , break (down) , overcome , smite (with the hammer) . 

stamp 03096 ## Yahats {yah'- hats} ; or Yahtsah {yah'- tsaw ; or (feminine) Yahtsah {yah-tsaw'} ; from an unused root meaning to {stamp} ; perhaps threshing-floor ; Jahats or Jahtsah , a place East of the Jordan : -- 
Jahaz , Jahazah , Jahzah . 

stamp 03807 ## kathath {kaw-thath'} ; a primitive root ; to bruise or violently strike : -- beat (down , to pieces) , break in pieces , crushed , destroy , discomfit , smite , {stamp} . 

stamp 07429 ## ramac {raw-mas'} ; a primitive root ; to tread upon (as a potter , in walking or abusively) : -- oppressor , {stamp} upon , trample (under feet) , tread (down , upon) . 

stamp 07512 ## r@phac (Aramaic) {ref-as'} ; corresponding to 07511 : -- {stamp} . 

stamp 07540 ## raqad {raw-kad'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to {stamp} , i . e . to spring about (wildly or for joy) : -- dance , jump , leap , skip . 

stamp 07554 ## raqa` {raw-kah'} ; a primitive root ; to pound the earth (as a sign of passion) ; by analogy to expand (by hammering) ; by implication , to overlay (with thin sheets of metal) : -- beat , make broad , spread 
abroad (forth , over , out , into plates) , {stamp} , stretch . 

stamp 08161 ## sha` atah {shah'- at-aw} ; feminine from an unused root meaning to {stamp} ; a clatter (of hoofs) : -- stamping . 

stamp 4746 - stoibas {stoy-bas'}; from a primary steibo (to " step " or " {stamp} " ); a spread (as if tramped flat) of loose materials for a couch, i.e. (by implication) a bough of a tree so employed: -- branch. 

stamp 4972 - sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to {stamp} (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, stop. 

stamp 4973 - sphragis {sfrag-ece'}; probably strengthened from 5420; a signet (as fencing in or protecting from misappropriation); by implication, the {stamp} impressed (as a mark of privacy, or genuineness), literally or 
figuratively: -- seal. 

stamp 5179 - tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a {stamp} or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ( " type " ), i.e. a model (for 
imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, print. 

stamp 5480 - charagma {khar'-ag-mah}; from the same as 5482; a scratch or etching, i.e. {stamp} (as a badge of servitude), or scupltured figure (statue): -- graven, mark. 

stamped 01917 ## haddam (Aramaic) {had-dawm'} ; from a root corresponding to that of 01916 ; something {stamped} to pieces , i . e . a bit : -- piece . 

stamped 07192 ## q@siytah {kes-ee-taw'} ; from an unused root (probably meaning to weigh out) ; an ingot (as definitely estimated and {stamped} for a coin) : -- piece of money (silver) . 

stamped 5481 - charakter {khar-ak-tare'}; from the same as 5482; a graver (the tool or the person), i.e. (by implication) engraving ( [ " character " ], the figure {stamped}, i.e. an exact copy or [figuratively] representation):
-- express image. 

stamping 03526 ## kabac {kaw-bas'} ; a primitive root ; to trample ; hence , to wash (properly , by {stamping} with the feet) , whether literal (including the fulling process) or figurative : -- fuller , wash (- ing) . 

stamping 08161 ## sha` atah {shah'- at-aw} ; feminine from an unused root meaning to stamp ; a clatter (of hoofs) : -- {stamping} . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

4972 + a seal + sealed + sealing + hath set + were sealed + to his seal + unto me Seal + ye are sealed + him up
and set + ye were sealed + we have sealed + and have sealed + and there were sealed + of them which were 
sealed +/ . sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973 + seal + seals + a seal + the seal + the seals + of the seals + not
the seal + to you for the seal +/ ; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation 
(literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: --(set a, set to) seal up, stop . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

2 * stamp 

9 - stamped 

1 - stamping 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

stamp 1854 -- daqaq -- beat in pieces (small), bruise, make dust, (into) X powder,(be, very) small, {stamp} 
(small).

stamp 3807 -- kathath -- beat (down, to pieces), break in pieces, crushed, destroy,discomfit, smite, {stamp}.

stamp 7429 ramac -- -- oppressor, {stamp} upon, trample (under feet), tread (down,upon).

stamp 7512 r@phac -- -- {stamp}.

stamp 7554 raqa\ -- -- beat, make broad, spread abroad (forth, over, out, intoplates), {stamp}, stretch.

stamping 8161 -- sha\atah -- {stamping}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- stamp , 1854 , 7554 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

stamp 2Sa_22_43 # Then did I beat them as small as the dust of the earth, I did stamp them as the mire of 
the street, [and] did spread them abroad.

stamp Eze_06_11 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; Smite with thine hand, and stamp with thy foot, and say, 
Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of Israel! for they shall fall by the sword, by the famine, and 
by the pestilence.

stamped 2Ch_15_16 # And also [concerning] Maachah the mother of Asa the king, he removed her from 
[being] queen, because she had made an idol in a grove: and Asa cut down her idol, and stamped [it], and 
burnt [it] at the brook Kidron.

stamped 2Ki_23_06 # And he brought out the grove from the house of the LORD, without Jerusalem, unto 
the brook Kidron, and burned it at the brook Kidron, and stamped [it] small to powder, and cast the 
powder thereof upon the graves of the children of the people.

stamped 2Ki_23_15 # Moreover the altar that [was] at Bethel, [and] the high place which Jeroboam the son 
of Nebat, who made Israel to sin, had made, both that altar and the high place he brake down, and burned 
the high place, [and] stamped [it] small to powder, and burned the grove.

stamped Dan_07_07 # After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, 
and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the 
residue with the feet of it: and it [was] diverse from all the beasts that [were] before it; and it had ten horns.

stamped Dan_07_19 # Then I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse from all the 
others, exceeding dreadful, whose teeth [were of] iron, and his nails [of] brass; [which] devoured, brake in 
pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet;

stamped Dan_08_07 # And I saw him come close unto the ram, and he was moved with choler against him, 
and smote the ram, and brake his two horns: and there was no power in the ram to stand before him, but 
he cast him down to the ground, and stamped upon him: and there was none that could deliver the ram out 
of his hand.

stamped Dan_08_10 # And it waxed great, [even] to the host of heaven; and it cast down [some] of the host 
and of the stars to the ground, and stamped upon them.

stamped Deu_09_21 # And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made, and burnt it with fire, and stamped 
it, [and] ground [it] very small, [even] until it was as small as dust: and I cast the dust thereof into the brook
that descended out of the mount.

stamped Eze_25_06 # For thus saith the Lord GOD; Because thou hast clapped [thine] hands, and stamped 
with the feet, and rejoiced in heart with all thy despite against the land of Israel;

stamping Jer_47_03 # At the noise of the stamping of the hoofs of his strong [horses], at the rushing of his 
chariots, [and at] the rumbling of his wheels, the fathers shall not look back to [their] children for 
feebleness of hands;



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

stamp them as 2Sa_22_43 # Then did I beat them as small as the dust of the earth, I did stamp them as the 
mire of the street, [and] did spread them abroad.

stamp with thy Eze_06_11 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; Smite with thine hand, and stamp with thy foot, and
say, Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of Israel! for they shall fall by the sword, by the famine, 
and by the pestilence.

stamped it and 2Ch_15_16 # And also [concerning] Maachah the mother of Asa the king, he removed her 
from [being] queen, because she had made an idol in a grove: and Asa cut down her idol, and stamped [it], 
and burnt [it] at the brook Kidron.

stamped it and Deu_09_21 # And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made, and burnt it with fire, and 
stamped it, [and] ground [it] very small, [even] until it was as small as dust: and I cast the dust thereof into 
the brook that descended out of the mount.

stamped it small 2Ki_23_06 # And he brought out the grove from the house of the LORD, without 
Jerusalem, unto the brook Kidron, and burned it at the brook Kidron, and stamped [it] small to powder, 
and cast the powder thereof upon the graves of the children of the people.

stamped it small 2Ki_23_15 # Moreover the altar that [was] at Bethel, [and] the high place which Jeroboam
the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin, had made, both that altar and the high place he brake down, and 
burned the high place, [and] stamped [it] small to powder, and burned the grove.

stamped the residue Dan_07_07 # After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful 
and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and 
stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it [was] diverse from all the beasts that [were] before it; and it 
had ten horns.

stamped the residue Dan_07_19 # Then I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse from 
all the others, exceeding dreadful, whose teeth [were of] iron, and his nails [of] brass; [which] devoured, 
brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet;

stamped upon him Dan_08_07 # And I saw him come close unto the ram, and he was moved with choler 
against him, and smote the ram, and brake his two horns: and there was no power in the ram to stand 
before him, but he cast him down to the ground, and stamped upon him: and there was none that could 
deliver the ram out of his hand.

stamped upon them Dan_08_10 # And it waxed great, [even] to the host of heaven; and it cast down [some] 
of the host and of the stars to the ground, and stamped upon them.

stamped with the Eze_25_06 # For thus saith the Lord GOD; Because thou hast clapped [thine] hands, and 
stamped with the feet, and rejoiced in heart with all thy despite against the land of Israel;

stamping of the Jer_47_03 # At the noise of the stamping of the hoofs of his strong [horses], at the rushing 
of his chariots, [and at] the rumbling of his wheels, the fathers shall not look back to [their] children for 
feebleness of hands;



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

stamp with thy foot Eze_06_11 

stamped it Deu_09_21 

stamped upon him Dan_08_07 

stamped upon them Dan_08_10 

stamped with Eze_25_06 



stamped DEU 009 021 And I took <03947 +laqach > your sin <02403 +chatta>ah > , the calf <05695 + which 
<00834 +>aher > ye had <01961 +hayah > made <06213 + , and burnt <08313 +saraph > it with fire <00784 
+>esh > , and {stamped} <03807 +kathath > it , [ and ] ground <02912 +tachan > [ it ] very <03190 +yatab > 
small <03190 +yatab > , [ even ] until <05704 + it was as small <01854 +daqaq > as dust <06083 + : and I cast 
<07993 +shalak > the dust <06083 + thereof into <00413 +>el > the brook <05158 +nachal > that descended 
<03381 +yarad > out of the mount <02022 +har > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

stamp ^ 2Sa_22_43 / stamp /^them as the mire of the street, [and] did spread them abroad. 

stamp ^ Eze_06_11 / stamp /^with thy foot, and say, Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of 
Israel! for they shall fall by the sword, by the famine, and by the pestilence. 

stamped ^ Deu_09_21 / stamped /^it, [and] ground [it] very small, [even] until it was as small as dust: and I 
cast the dust thereof into the brook that descended out of the mount. 

stamped ^ 2Ki_23_15 / stamped /^it] small to powder, and burned the grove. 

stamped ^ 2Ki_23_06 / stamped /^it] small to powder, and cast the powder thereof upon the graves of the 
children of the people. 

stamped ^ 2Ch_15_16 / stamped /^it], and burnt [it] at the brook Kidron. 

stamped ^ Dan_07_19 / stamped /^the residue with his feet; 

stamped ^ Dan_07_07 / stamped /^the residue with the feet of it: and it [was] diverse from all the beasts 
that [were] before it; and it had ten horns. 

stamped ^ Dan_08_07 / stamped /^upon him: and there was none that could deliver the ram out of his 
hand. 

stamped ^ Dan_08_10 / stamped /^upon them. 

stamped ^ Eze_25_06 / stamped /^with the feet, and rejoiced in heart with all thy despite against the land of
Israel; 

stamping ^ Jer_47_03 / stamping /^of the hoofs of his strong [horses], at the rushing of his chariots, [and at]
the rumbling of his wheels, the fathers shall not look back to [their] children for feebleness of hands; 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

stamp 2Sa_22_43 Then did I beat them as small as the dust of the earth, I did {stamp} them as the mire of 
the street, [and] did spread them abroad. 

stamp Eze_06_11 Thus saith the Lord GOD; Smite with thine hand, and {stamp} with thy foot, and say, 
Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of Israel! for they shall fall by the sword, by the famine, and 
by the pestilence. 

stamped 2Ch_15_16 And also [concerning] Maachah the mother of Asa the king, he removed her from 
[being] queen, because she had made an idol in a grove: and Asa cut down her idol, and {stamped} [it], and 
burnt [it] at the brook Kidron. 

stamped 2Ki_23_15 Moreover the altar that [was] at Bethel, [and] the high place which Jeroboam the son 
of Nebat, who made Israel to sin, had made, both that altar and the high place he brake down, and burned 
the high place, [and] {stamped} [it] small to powder, and burned the grove. 

stamped 2Ki_23_06 And he brought out the grove from the house of the LORD, without Jerusalem, unto 
the brook Kidron, and burned it at the brook Kidron, and {stamped} [it] small to powder, and cast the 
powder thereof upon the graves of the children of the people. 

stamped Dan_08_10 And it waxed great, [even] to the host of heaven; and it cast down [some] of the host 
and of the stars to the ground, and {stamped} upon them. 

stamped Dan_08_07 And I saw him come close unto the ram, and he was moved with choler against him, 
and smote the ram, and brake his two horns: and there was no power in the ram to stand before him, but 
he cast him down to the ground, and {stamped} upon him: and there was none that could deliver the ram 
out of his hand. 

stamped Dan_07_19 Then I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse from all the 
others, exceeding dreadful, whose teeth [were of] iron, and his nails [of] brass; [which] devoured, brake in 
pieces, and {stamped} the residue with his feet; 

stamped Dan_07_07 After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, 
and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and {stamped} the 
residue with the feet of it: and it [was] diverse from all the beasts that [were] before it; and it had ten horns.

stamped Deu_09_21 And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made, and burnt it with fire, and {stamped} 
it, [and] ground [it] very small, [even] until it was as small as dust: and I cast the dust thereof into the brook
that descended out of the mount. 

stamped Eze_25_06 For thus saith the Lord GOD; Because thou hast clapped [thine] hands, and {stamped} 
with the feet, and rejoiced in heart with all thy despite against the land of Israel; 

stamping Jer_47_03 At the noise of the {stamping} of the hoofs of his strong [horses], at the rushing of his 
chariots, [and at] the rumbling of his wheels, the fathers shall not look back to [their] children for 
feebleness of hands; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
stamp 2Sa_22_43 Then did I beat (07833 +shachaq ) them as small as the dust (06083 +(aphar ) of the earth
(00776 +)erets ) , I did {stamp} (01854 +daqaq ) them as the mire (02916 +tiyt ) of the street (02351 +chuwts 
) , [ and ] did spread (07554 +raqa( ) them abroad (07554 +raqa( ) . 

stamp Eze_06_11 . Thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the Lord (00136 +)Adonay ) GOD (03069 
+Y@hovih ) ; Smite (05221 +nakah ) with thine hand (03709 +kaph ) , and {stamp} (07554 +raqa( ) with thy
foot (07272 +regel ) , and say (00559 +)amar ) , Alas (00253 +)ach ) for all (03605 +kol ) the evil (07451 +ra( 
) abominations (08441 +tow(ebah ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) ! for they shall 
fall (05307 +naphal ) by the sword (02719 +chereb ) , by the famine (07458 +ra(ab ) , and by the pestilence 
(01698 +deber ) . 

stamped 2Ch_15_16 And also (01571 +gam ) [ concerning ] Maachah (04601 +Ma(akah ) the mother (00517
+)em ) of Asa (00609 +)Aca) ) the king (04428 +melek ) , he removed (05493 +cuwr ) her from [ being ] 
queen (01377 +g@biyrah ) , because (00834 +)aher ) she had made (06213 +(asah ) an idol (04656 
+miphletseth ) in a grove (00842 +)asherah ):and Asa (00609 +)Aca) ) cut (03772 +karath ) down her idol 
(04656 +miphletseth ) , and {stamped} (01854 +daqaq ) [ it ] , and burnt (08313 +saraph ) [ it ] at the brook 
(05158 +nachal ) Kidron (06939 +Qidrown ) . 

stamped Dan_07_07 After (00870 +)athar ) this (01836 +den ) I saw (02370 +chaza) ) in the night (03916 
+leyl@ya) ) visions (02376 +chezev ) , and behold (00718 +)aruw ) a fourth (07244 +r@biy(ay ) beast (02423
+cheyva) ) , dreadful (01763 +d@chal ) and terrible (00574 +)emtaniy ) , and strong (08624 +taqqiyph ) 
exceedingly (03493 +yattiyr ) ; and it had great (07260 +rabrab ) iron (06523 +parzel ) teeth (08128 +shen 
):it devoured (00399 +)akal ) and brake (01855 +d@qaq ) in pieces , and {stamped} (07512 +r@phac ) the 
residue (07606 +sh@)ar ) with the feet (07271 +r@gal ) of it:and it [ was ] diverse (08133 +sh@na) ) from all
(03606 +kol ) the beasts (02423 +cheyva) ) that [ were ] before (06925 +qodam ) it ; and it had ten (06236 
+(asar ) horns (07162 +qeren ) . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


stamped Dan_07_19 Then (00116 +)edayin ) I would (06634 +ts@ba) ) know (03046 +y@da( ) the truth 
(03321 +y@tseb ) of the fourth (07244 +r@biy(ay ) beast (02423 +cheyva) ) , which (01768 +diy ) was 
diverse (08133 +sh@na) ) from all (03606 +kol ) the others , exceeding (03493 +yattiyr ) dreadful (01763 
+d@chal ) , whose (01768 +diy ) teeth (08128 +shen ) [ were of ] iron (06523 +parzel ) , and his nails (02953 
+t@phar ) [ of ] brass (05174 +n@chash ) ; [ which ] devoured (00399 +)akal ) , brake (01855 +d@qaq ) in 
pieces , and {stamped} (07512 +r@phac ) the residue (07606 +sh@)ar ) with his feet (07271 +r@gal ) ; 

stamped Dan_08_07 And I saw (07200 +ra)ah ) him come (05060 +naga( ) close (00681 +)etsel ) unto the 
ram (00352 +)ayil ) , and he was moved with choler (04843 +marar ) against (00413 +)el ) him , and smote 
(05221 +nakah ) the ram (00352 +)ayil ) , and brake (07665 +shabar ) his two (08147 +sh@nayim ) horns 
(07161 +qeren ):and there was no (03808 +lo) ) power (03581 +koach ) in the ram (00352 +)ayil ) to stand 
(05975 +(amad ) before (06440 +paniym ) him , but he cast (07993 +shalak ) him down to the ground (00776
+)erets ) , and {stamped} (07429 +ramac ) upon him:and there was none (03808 +lo) ) that could deliver 
(05337 +natsal ) the ram (00352 +)ayil ) out of his hand (03027 +yad ) . 

stamped Dan_08_10 And it waxed great (01431 +gadal ) , [ even ] to the host (06635 +tsaba) ) of heaven 
(08064 +shamayim ) ; and it cast (05307 +naphal ) down (05307 +naphal ) [ some ] of the host (06635 
+tsaba) ) and of the stars (03556 +kowkab ) to the ground (00776 +)erets ) , and {stamped} (07429 +ramac ) 
upon them . 

stamped Deu_09_21 And I took (03947 +laqach ) your sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) , the calf (05695 +(egel ) 
which (00834 +)aher ) ye had (01961 +hayah ) made (06213 +(asah ) , and burnt (08313 +saraph ) it with 
fire (00784 +)esh ) , and {stamped} (03807 +kathath ) it , [ and ] ground (02912 +tachan ) [ it ] very (03190 
+yatab ) small (03190 +yatab ) , [ even ] until (05704 +(ad ) it was as small (01854 +daqaq ) as dust (06083 
+(aphar ):and I cast (07993 +shalak ) the dust (06083 +(aphar ) thereof into (00413 +)el ) the brook (05158 
+nachal ) that descended (03381 +yarad ) out of the mount (02022 +har ) . 

stamped Eze_25_06 For thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the Lord (00136 +)Adonay ) GOD (03069 
+Y@hovih ) ; Because (03282 +ya(an ) thou hast clapped (04222 +macha) ) [ thine ] hands (03027 +yad ) , 
and {stamped} (07554 +raqa( ) with the feet (07272 +regel ) , and rejoiced (08055 +samach ) in heart (05315 
+nephesh ) with all (03605 +kol ) thy despite (07589 +sh@)at ) against (00413 +)el ) the land (00127 
+)adamah ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) ; 

stamping Jer_47_03 At the noise (06963 +qowl ) of the {stamping} (08161 +sha(atah ) of the hoofs (06541 
+parcah ) of his strong (47) [ horses ] , at the rushing (07494 +ra(ash ) of his chariots (07393 +rekeb ) , [ and
at ] the rumbling (01995 +hamown ) of his wheels (01534 +galgal ) , the fathers (1) shall not look (06437 
+panah ) back (06437 +panah ) to [ their ] children (01121 +ben ) for feebleness (07510 +riphyown ) of 
hands (03027 +yad ) ; 
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stamp , 2SA , 22:43 stamp , EZE , 6:11 stamped , 2CH , 15:16 stamped , 2KI , 23:6 , 2KI , 23:15 stamped , DA , 7:7 , DA , 7:19 , DA , 8:7 , DA , 8:10 stamped , DE , 9:21 stamped , EZE , 25:6 stamping , JER , 47:3 a 4972 # sphragizo 
{sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set {a}, set to) seal up, stop.[ql en 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; 
a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- {en-}(ex-)ample, 
fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql example 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a 
sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-({ex-)ample}, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql fashion 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or 
scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, {fashion}, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql figure 
5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i. e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance 
(for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, {figure}, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql form 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or 
resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, {form}, manner, pattern, print.[ql graven 5480 # charagma {khar'-ag-mah}; from the same as 5482; a 
scratch or etching, i.e. stamp (as a badge of servitude), or scupltured figure (statue): -- {graven}, mark.[ql manner 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i. e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a 
statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, {manner}, pattern, print.[ql mark 5480 # charagma 
{khar'-ag-mah}; from the same as 5482; a scratch or etching, i.e. stamp (as a badge of servitude), or scupltured figure (statue): -- graven, {mark}.[ql pattern 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a 
stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, {pattern}, 
print.[ql print 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i. e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) 
or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, {print}.[ql seal 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or 
figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) {seal} up, stop.[ql seal 4973 # sphragis {sfrag-ece'}; probably strengthened from 5420; a signet (as fencing in or protecting from misappropriation); by implication, 
the stamp impressed (as a mark of privacy, or genuineness), literally or figuratively: -- {seal}.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or 
figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- ({set} a, set to) seal up, stop.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by 
implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, {set} to) seal up, stop.[ql stop 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to 
keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, {stop}.[ql to 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to 
attest: -- (set a, set {to}) seal up, stop.[ql up 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set 
to) seal {up}, stop.[ql stamp Interlinear Index Study stamp 2SA 022 043 Then did I beat <07833 +shachaq > them as small as the dust <06083 + of the earth <00776 +>erets > , I did {stamp} <01854 +daqaq > them as the mire <02916 
+tiyt > of the street <02351 +chuwts > , [ and ] did spread <07554 +raqa< > them abroad <07554 +raqa< > . stamp EZE 006 011 . Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih >
; Smite <05221 +nakah > with thine hand <03709 +kaph > , and {stamp} <07554 +raqa< > with thy foot <07272 +regel > , and say <00559 +>amar > , Alas <00253 +>ach > for all <03605 +kol > the evil <07451 +ra< > abominations 
<08441 +tow of the house <01004 +bayith > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > ! for they shall fall <05307 +naphal > by the sword <02719 +chereb > , by the famine <07458 +ra , and by the pestilence <01698 +deber > . did stamp them as 
<2SA22 -:43 > stamp with thy foot - stamp , 1854 , 7554 , stamped DEU 009 021 And I took <03947 +laqach > your sin <02403 +chatta>ah > , the calf <05695 + which <00834 +>aher > ye had <01961 +hayah > made <06213 + , and 
burnt <08313 +saraph > it with fire <00784 +>esh > , and {stamped} <03807 +kathath > it , [ and ] ground <02912 +tachan > [ it ] very <03190 +yatab > small <03190 +yatab > , [ even ] until <05704 + it was as small <01854 +daqaq 
> as dust <06083 + : and I cast <07993 +shalak > the dust <06083 + thereof into <00413 +>el > the brook <05158 +nachal > that descended <03381 +yarad > out of the mount <02022 +har > . stamp -1854 beat , break , broken , bruise 
, bruised , powder , small , {stamp} , stamped , very , stamp -7554 abroad , beat , broad , spread , spreadeth , {stamp} , stamped , stretched , stamped -1854 beat , break , broken , bruise , bruised , powder , small , stamp , {stamped} , 
very , stamped -3807 beat , beaten , brake , broken , crushed , destroyed , discomfited , smite , smitten , {stamped} , stamped -7429 oppressors , {stamped} , trample , tread , treadeth , trodden , trode , stamped -7512 {stamped} , 
stamped -7554 abroad , beat , broad , spread , spreadeth , stamp , {stamped} , stretched , stamping -8161 {stamping} , stamp 1854 -- daqaq -- beat in pieces (small), bruise, make dust, (into) X powder,(be, very) small, {stamp} (small). 
stamp 3807 -- kathath -- beat (down, to pieces), break in pieces, crushed, destroy,discomfit, smite, {stamp}. stamp 7429 ramac -- -- oppressor, {stamp} upon, trample (under feet), tread (down,upon). stamp 7512 r@phac -- -- {stamp}. 
stamp 7554 raqa\ -- -- beat, make broad, spread abroad (forth, over, out, intoplates), {stamp}, stretch. stamping 8161 -- sha\atah -- {stamping}. stamp 1854 ## daqaq {daw-kak'}; a primitive root [compare 1915]; to crush (or 
intransitively) crumble: -- beat in pieces (small), bruise, make dust, (into) X powder, (be, very) small, {stamp} (small). [ql stamp 3807 ## kathath {kaw-thath'}; a primitive root; to bruise or violently strike: -- beat (down, to pieces), 
break in pieces, crushed, destroy, discomfit, smite, {stamp}. [ql stamp 7429 ## ramac {raw-mas'}; a primitive root; to tread upon (as a potter, in walking or abusively): -- oppressor, {stamp} upon, trample (under feet), tread (down, 
upon).[ql stamp 7512 ## r@phac (Aramaic) {ref-as'}; corresponding to 7511: -- {stamp}.[ql stamp 7554 ## raqa< {raw-kah'}; a primitive root; to pound the earth (as a sign of passion); by analogy to expand (by hammering); by 
implication, to overlay (with thin sheets of metal): -- beat, make broad, spread abroad (forth, over, out, into plates), {stamp}, stretch.[ql stamping 8161 ## sha Thus saith the Lord GOD; Smite with thine hand, and {stamp} with thy foot,
and say, Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of Israel! for they shall fall by the sword, by the famine, and by the pestilence. 



stamp , 2SA , 22:43 stamp , EZE , 6:11 stamped , 2CH , 15:16 stamped , 2KI , 23:6 , 2KI , 23:15 stamped , DA , 
7:7 , DA , 7:19 , DA , 8:7 , DA , 8:10 stamped , DE , 9:21 stamped , EZE , 25:6 stamping , JER , 47:3



a 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation 
(literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set {a}, set to) seal up, stop.[ql en 5179 # 
tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a 
statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance 
(for warning): -- {en-}(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql example 5179 # tupos 
{too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, 
(figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for 
warning): -- en-({ex-)ample}, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql fashion 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; 
from 5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) 
style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- 
en-(ex-)ample, {fashion}, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql figure 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die 
(as struck), i. e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or 
resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- 
en-(ex-)ample, fashion, {figure}, form, manner, pattern, print.[ql form 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die 
(as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or 
resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- 
en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, {form}, manner, pattern, print.[ql graven 5480 # charagma {khar'-ag-mah}; from 
the same as 5482; a scratch or etching, i.e. stamp (as a badge of servitude), or scupltured figure (statue): -- 
{graven}, mark.[ql manner 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die (as struck), i. e. (by implication) a stamp or 
scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a 
model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, {manner}, pattern, 
print.[ql mark 5480 # charagma {khar'-ag-mah}; from the same as 5482; a scratch or etching, i.e. stamp (as a 
badge of servitude), or scupltured figure (statue): -- graven, {mark}.[ql pattern 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 
5180; a die (as struck), i.e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style 
or resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- 
en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, {pattern}, print.[ql print 5179 # tupos {too'-pos}; from 5180; a die 
(as struck), i. e. (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy, a shape, i.e. a statue, (figuratively) style or 
resemblance; specifically, a sampler ("type"), i.e. a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning): -- 
en-(ex-)ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, {print}.[ql seal 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; 
to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to 
keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) {seal} up, stop.[ql seal 4973 # sphragis {sfrag-ece'}; probably strengthened 
from 5420; a signet (as fencing in or protecting from misappropriation); by implication, the stamp impressed (as a 
mark of privacy, or genuineness), literally or figuratively: -- {seal}.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 
4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by 
implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- ({set} a, set to) seal up, stop.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 
4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by 
implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, {set} to) seal up, stop.[ql stop 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 
4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by 
implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, {stop}.[ql to 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 
4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by 
implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set {to}) seal up, stop.[ql up 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 
4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by 
implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal {up}, stop.[ql







stamp -1854 beat , break , broken , bruise , bruised , powder , small , {stamp} , stamped , very , stamp -7554 
abroad , beat , broad , spread , spreadeth , {stamp} , stamped , stretched , stamped -1854 beat , break , broken , 
bruise , bruised , powder , small , stamp , {stamped} , very , stamped -3807 beat , beaten , brake , broken , crushed
, destroyed , discomfited , smite , smitten , {stamped} , stamped -7429 oppressors , {stamped} , trample , tread , 
treadeth , trodden , trode , stamped -7512 {stamped} , stamped -7554 abroad , beat , broad , spread , spreadeth , 
stamp , {stamped} , stretched , stamping -8161 {stamping} ,



stamp 1854 -- daqaq -- beat in pieces (small), bruise, make dust, (into) X powder,(be, very) small, {stamp} 
(small). stamp 3807 -- kathath -- beat (down, to pieces), break in pieces, crushed, destroy,discomfit, smite, 
{stamp}. stamp 7429 ramac -- -- oppressor, {stamp} upon, trample (under feet), tread (down,upon). stamp 7512 
r@phac -- -- {stamp}. stamp 7554 raqa\ -- -- beat, make broad, spread abroad (forth, over, out, intoplates), 
{stamp}, stretch. stamping 8161 -- sha\atah -- {stamping}.







stamp 1854 ## daqaq {daw-kak'}; a primitive root [compare 1915]; to crush (or intransitively) crumble: -- beat in 
pieces (small), bruise, make dust, (into) X powder, (be, very) small, {stamp} (small). [ql stamp 3807 ## kathath 
{kaw-thath'}; a primitive root; to bruise or violently strike: -- beat (down, to pieces), break in pieces, crushed, 
destroy, discomfit, smite, {stamp}. [ql stamp 7429 ## ramac {raw-mas'}; a primitive root; to tread upon (as a 
potter, in walking or abusively): -- oppressor, {stamp} upon, trample (under feet), tread (down, upon).[ql stamp 
7512 ## r@phac (Aramaic) {ref-as'}; corresponding to 7511: -- {stamp}.[ql stamp 7554 ## raqa< {raw-kah'}; a 
primitive root; to pound the earth (as a sign of passion); by analogy to expand (by hammering); by implication, to 
overlay (with thin sheets of metal): -- beat, make broad, spread abroad (forth, over, out, into plates), {stamp}, 
stretch.[ql stamping 8161 ## sha
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stamp Interlinear Index Study stamp 2SA 022 043 Then did I beat <07833 +shachaq > them as small as the dust 
<06083 + of the earth <00776 +>erets > , I did {stamp} <01854 +daqaq > them as the mire <02916 +tiyt > of the 
street <02351 +chuwts > , [ and ] did spread <07554 +raqa< > them abroad <07554 +raqa< > . stamp EZE 006 
011 . Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih > ; 
Smite <05221 +nakah > with thine hand <03709 +kaph > , and {stamp} <07554 +raqa< > with thy foot <07272 
+regel > , and say <00559 +>amar > , Alas <00253 +>ach > for all <03605 +kol > the evil <07451 +ra< > 
abominations <08441 +tow of the house <01004 +bayith > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > ! for they shall fall 
<05307 +naphal > by the sword <02719 +chereb > , by the famine <07458 +ra , and by the pestilence <01698 
+deber > .



did stamp them as <2SA22 -:43 > stamp with thy foot 



stamp 022 043 IISa /^{stamp /them as the mire of the street , and did spread them abroad . stamp 006 011 Eze 
/^{stamp /with thy foot , and say , Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of Israel ! for they shall fall by 
the sword , by the famine , and by the pestilence . stamped 023 015 IIKi /^{stamped /it small to powder , and 
burned the grove . stamped 023 006 IIKi /^{stamped /it small to powder , and cast the powder thereof upon the 
graves of the children of the people . stamped 015 016 IICh /^{stamped /it, and burnt it at the brook Kidron . 
stamped 009 021 Deu /^{stamped /it, and ground it very small , even until it was as small as dust : and I cast the 
dust thereof into the brook that descended out of the mount . stamped 007 019 Dan /^{stamped /the residue with 
his feet ; stamped 007 007 Dan /^{stamped /the residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse from all the beasts 
that were before it; and it had ten horns . stamped 008 007 Dan /^{stamped /upon him: and there was none that 
could deliver the ram out of his hand . stamped 008 010 Dan /^{stamped /upon them. stamped 025 006 Eze 
/^{stamped /with the feet , and rejoiced in heart with all thy despite against the land of Israel ; stamping 047 003 
Jer /^{stamping /of the hoofs of his strong horses, at the rushing of his chariots , and at the rumbling of his wheels 
, the fathers shall not look back to their children for feebleness of hands ;



stamp 2 * stamped 9 - stamping 1 -



- stamp , 1854 , 7554 , 



stamp <2SA22 -43> Then did I beat them as small as the dust of the earth, I did {stamp} them as the mire of the 
street, [and] did spread them abroad. stamp Thus saith the Lord GOD; Smite with thine hand, and {stamp} with 
thy foot, and say, Alas for all the evil abominations of the house of Israel! for they shall fall by the sword, by the 
famine, and by the pestilence.
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